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ABSTRACT 

Interference effects in multiple diffusion flames have been 
investigated. The study involved the experimental determination of 
flame heights of LPG diffusion flames issuing through orifices of two 
different diameters, viz., 1.3 and 1.7 mm. arranged in two different 
configurations, as a function of nozzle velocity and spacing betweem 
individual jets. The flame heights were measured from direct 
photographs. The interference effects arise princip;~lly as a result of 
oxygen starvation at close separation and lead to increased flame sizes: 
These effects are more pronounced in the five-burner arrangement and 
for the smaller orifice. They decrease with both spacing and nozzle 
velocity. 

NOMENCLATURE 

"0 

il.,. 

A 

A' 

- mols airlmols fuel in nozzle fluid 

- mois airlmol fuel for complete combustion 

- steam o r  air consumption in atomiser, nm3/kg of oil 

- constant 

B' , constant 

C,,, , concentration of nozzle fluid by volume on  axis of jet 

, value of C,' a t  the flame tip by volume 

Ci , stoichiometricconcentration by volume 

$, , concentration of nozzle fluid by weight o n  axis of jet 

C,. , Cn, at the flame tip by weight 
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CT - ~toicliiometricconcentration by weight 

do , true nozzle diameter 

d* - equivalent nozzle diameter 

d - diameter of jet at a distance xdownstream from nozzle 

D - diffusivity,co-efficient at flame temperature 

Do - diffusivity co-efficient at room temperature 

F - calorific value of gas 

g , acceleration due to gravity 

Go , jet momentum flux at burner exit 

GobS - observed thrust 

K, ' , calorificvalue factor 

L, , flame length 

LPG - liquefied petroleum gas 

LC,, - chemical flame height 

L,,, - length of a single isolated flame 

mu - jet mass flux at burner exit, kgls 

M, - molecular weight of the combustion products at burner exit 

M - molecular weight of the ambient air 

mo, - mass flow rate of oil 

ms - mass flow rate of steam 

ma, - mass flow rate of theoretical air 

Q - volumetric flow rate of fuel 

s - break point length 

S - volume of airlvolume of fuel gas for complete conibustion 

t , time 

T, , nozzle exit temperature ( O K )  

flame temperature ( O K )  

ambient air temperature ( O K )  

nozzle exit velocity 

molecular weight of the surrounding fluid 

molecular weight of the nozzle flu~d 

mass fraction of source stream material in a stoichiometric mixture with 

air. kglkg 
mol fraction of fuel counted unreacted at burner exit 

mol fraction of fuel at the flame axis in a stoichiometric mixture 

ratio of the mols of renctilnts to number of mols of combustion products 
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, ratio of molecular weight of combustion products at any 
position to molecular weight of unburned mixture 

p, , density of jet fluid 

pm d e n s i t y  of ambient air 

p, , density of final mixture 

p, - viscosity of ambient air 

0, , generalised time at flame tip 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In some practical gas burners, the fuel gas stream is subdivided into a number 
of single jets, so that the resulting flame is shortened considerably. Depending on the 
distance between the orifices, individual or merged flames would be produced. In 
solid-propellant rocket ramjet engines, fuel-rich propellant gases are discharged from 
the primary chamber to the secondary combustor through sets of orifices of prescribed 
geometry. The subsequent combustion occurs on mixing with ram air drawn through 
intakes. These combustion phenomena may be modelled either in terms of a 
well-stirred reactor or  as individual diffusion flames subjected to interference effects. 
and confinement. 

When jet flames are arranged in groups, the interference between the individual 
jet flames results in increased length of the flames in the centre of'the group, and 
also adversely affects the stability of these flames'. If the pitch to  diameter ratio is 
reduced below a critical value for a group of three flames in a row, ~ l l e n ~  has shown 
that the central flame will be extinguished. The prihcipal reason is that the neighbouring 
flames restrict each other's access to air and suffer oxidizer-starvation. At large 
separation distances, however, there will be no noticeable interaction between the 
individual jets in the groups. 

Tables 1 and 2 in Appendix summarise the principal results of earlier investigations 
on the length of laminar and turbulent diffusion flames. 

2. CRITERIA FOR FLAME LENGTH 

There are several different criteria adopted by different workers for characterizing 
the length of diffusion flames3. 

(i) The thermal measure of flame length or  thermal flame height, L,, is defined as the 
distance along the flame axis from the burner exit where the maximum of mean 
flame temperature lies on the flame axis. 

(ii) The chemical measure of flame length, L, is defined with reference to the position 
of minimum carbon monoxide (CO) concentration on the flame axis. The flame 
tip is taken to be the point on the flame axis where the CO concentration is less 
than 0.1 per cent. It is also characterised by the distance along the flame axis, 



where the mass fraction of fuel on the flame axis is equal to the fuel mass fraction 
in a stoichiometric mixture with ambient air. 

(iii) The visible flame length, L, is determined either visually by a trained observer 
viewing the flame against a dark background or  from direct photographs of 
appropriate duration. The flame tip is located at the furthest down stream point at 
which elements of flame front appear with appreciable frequency. 

(iv) The flame height is also determined using soot concentration mciisurements along 
the axis of the flame4. If hydrocarbons are the only species present in the flame. / 
the axial soot maximum may be expected to represent the end of tlie diffusion 
flame. With methanelair flames. sufficient quantities of H, and CO were also 
present, and a correction factor was applied. However, this method is not very 
satisfactory in view of the widely differing soot-forming tendencies of fuels and 
under different operatingconditions. 

According to the Burke and Schumann theory postulated for laminar flames, all 
the above measures must be identical. However, in turbulent diffusion flames, and 
even in the usually non-stciitly Iiiniiniir diffusion fliinics, tlie visihlc flame length may 
he greater than LC, or L,, due to the effects of billowing and flickering. These erratic 
motions produce a statistical thickening of the flame front about the surface where 
the fuel fraction is equal to the stoichiometric value, and a lengthening of the flame 
beyond LC,. The visible flame tip, as judged by the eye, may be different for different 
observers, hut within limitss of f 5 to + 15 per cent. 

At certain nozzle velocities. it has been found that either the normal on-port 
flame or an off-port or lifted flame can be produced. Hawthorne et af'. have measured 
the visible flame length of lifted flames from the lift-off plane to the flame tip. 
According to Becker and ~ i a n ~ ~ ,  visible flame length should be measured from the 
effective start of the gas jet to the visible flame tip even when the combustion zone 
commences at some distance downstream. Lift-off appears to lengthen some flames 
slightly but measurably? In the present study. lifted flames were avoided by employing 
stabiliser rings, and the flame height is measured from the burner exit to the flhme tip. 

3. PRESENT WORK 

The effect of interference on the flame height of LPG flames issuing through 
orifices of two different diameters, viz., 1.3 and 1.7 mm, arranged in two different 
configurations has been studied here. The average composition of LPG used is C,H, 
= 0.148 per cent, C,H, = 6.734 per cent, iso-C4Hl, = 16.536 per cent and normal-C,H,, 
= 76.582 per cent. 

The experimental set-up (Fig. 1) consisted of a conical diffuser (semi-cone angle 
: 12"). it settling chamber nnd a nozzlc. A rotameter, calibrated for the fucl gas, 
~liciisurcd tlie fucl llow. 'l'lie nozzlc provides a unil'orln vclocity profilc for tllc fuel 
giis, and burner plates with different configurations of burner orifices are mounted 
i ~ t  tile nozzlc cxit. At low cxit vclocilics. tllc I'lae~cs wcrc al t i~cl~cd to t l ~ c  I)urrlcr plate. 
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Figure I .  Experimental set-up for studies on multiple diffusion flames. 

However, at higher velocities the flames tended to lift-off the burner ports. In order 
to stabilise the flames on the burner plate, a stabiliser ring was used; the dimensions 
of which depend on the diameter of the jet and the burner geometry under 
investigation. 

The flame height was measured by taking direct photographs of the flames with 
an exposure time of 2 sec. A scale is photographed along with the flame for better 
accuracy. These measurements were verified by those obtained by visual observation, 
which are affected by subjective considerations. The photographs yield time-averaged 
flame heights. 

The experiments were conducted for each orifice size, and for each group 
configuration, over a range of separation (expressed in terms of pitch circle diameter 
varied from 5 to 27 mm), and a range of nozzle velocities. The flame heights are 
compared with those of a single isolated flame at the same nozzle velocity. 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figure 2 shows the effect of spacing on the variation of normalised flame length 
with nozzle velocity, for the 1.3 mm jet diameter flames, for the double-jet 
configuration. For a particular spacing, Lid increases as the nozzle velocity is increased, 
and attains a constant value when the flames become fully turbulent. For a particular 
nozzle velocity, Ljd decreases as the spacing increases. The value of L,/L,, increases 
initially as the nozzle velocity is increased, and then decreases. It decreases as the 
spacing is increased, at a certain nozzle velocity. As mentioned earlier, L, and Lm 
are compared at the same values of nozzle velocity. 

Figure 3 shows the same results for the five-burner arrangement. While Lid 
shows the same sort of variation with the velocity as in the earlier case, the values of 



Lid are much higher at each velocity, indicating higher levels of interterence in this 
case. Unlike in the earlier case, L,JL,, decreases rapidly with increase in velocity up 
to about 15 m/s and then remains essentially constant. 

Figure 4 shows the effect of nozzle velocity on the variation of normalised flame 
length with spacing for the two-burner arrangement. As noted earlier, both Lid and 
L,JL,, decrease as the spacing is increased, as a result of decreasing levels of 
interference. The top graph shows L,JL,,, for the 1.7 mm jets also. 

Figure 5 shows the above results for the five-burner arrangement. As noted 
earlier, L,Jd shows trends similar to the two-burner arrangement, but the values of 

Figure 2. Effects of the nozzle veloc~ty and the jet spacing on thc flamc lcneth 
two-h~~rncr confip~lri~lion ( t l i i~~ l~otcr  of oril~cr- - I 1 IUIII) 
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Lid are higher. L,JL,,, values are also much higher than for the earlier case. These 
values are larger for the 1.3 mm jets than for the 1.7 mm jets at the same velocity 
and spacing. 

Figures 6 and 7 show the photographs for the 1.3 mm jet flames, for the two and 
five-burner arrangements, respectively. In Fig. 6, the top series shows the variation 
of flame size and shape with spacing at 'a nozzle velocity of 16.74 mls, corresponding 
to Re = 6544, while the bottom series corresponds to a nozzle velocity of 20.93 mls, 

I ~ r r  3. l.!ffc~tb 01 1 1 1 ~  IIOLLIO VEIOCII~ U I I ~  llic jet r o u c l ~ ~ y  oe llre llr~rrlc lc11g~11 
five-burner configuration (diamiter of orifice = 1.3 mm). 



equivalent to Re = 8182. For comparison, a single isolated flame, at the same nozzle 
velocity is also shown. The increase in length and merging of the flames with decreasing 
spacing can be observed. For the five-burner arrangement (Fig. 7), the flames are 
much larger, and even at a spacing of 25 mm, the interference effects are quite 
considerable. 

Figure 4. Effects of the normAised spacing and the nozzle vclcxity on the fl;ime 
l c t ~ y l l ~  ; t w o - l ~ ~ ~ r o c r  confipt~rtrlio~~. 
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Y l y u n  5. Effects of the normallszd rpiicl~l& UIIJ 111c ~ ~ t u r l o  vcla~cl~y I~II I l ~ r  1111 

length : five-burner configuration. 
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5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The interference effects in multiple diffusion flames have been investigated here 
as a function of jndividual jet size, nozzle velocity and spacing of individual jets, for 
hvo different burner arrangements. The interference effects are basically a result of 
the restriction of access to the available air. The interference effects are more in the 
five-burner arrangement than in the two-burner arrangement. They decrease with 
spaci~lg, decrease with nozzle velocity, and are higher for the smaller orifice 
investigated. 
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APPENDIX 1 

Table 1(a). Correlations for length of laminar flames - thc6retlcal studies 

SI. Source Expression Assumptions Applicability Remarks 
No. 

Ref. 7 Dis  constant Flame length The expression does not 
?= ~t < 15 cm consider the air require- 
Uois constant along ment for combustion. 
the axis Constancy of Uo 

assumption along the 
axis is unsatisfactory for 
flames > 15 cm. 

D is constant Flame length Constancy of U, 
U,,isconstant along < 15 cm assumption along the jei 
the flame axis Primary fuel axis is unsatisfactory for 

jet of higher flames > 15 c k .  
- 

velocity issu- Allowance is made for 
ingintoan different gases in the 
infinite factor 0,. 
atmosphere 
of air. 

D = Do + KL, For all gases D,, a ~ d  K vary with gas 
composition. 

4 Ref. 10 I-' Temperature and { 4D&I +.F diffusivity arc 
constant through- 
out the name. 
Axial diffusion 
is neglected. 
Schmidt number 
(Sc) and Lewis 
number (Le) are 
unity. = 

F'or circular The expression is 
port burner obtained by modifying 

the Burke-Schumann 
theory, so as to satisfy 
continuity when the fuel 
gas velocity differs 
from the value at the 
burner port. 
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Table l(b). Correlations lor length of laniinar flames - experimental studies 

SI. Source Expression .4ssumptions Applicability Remarks 
No. 

Ref. 1 1  L, = f, (a,,) log,,, U,, 
'+ f, (a,,) lee,,, 4, + f, (a,,) 

Flame length f (a"). 5 (8") and f,(a,) 
> 15cm are three different 

filnctionsof a,. 



Table Z(a). Correlations for length of turbulent flames - theoretical studies 
-- 

SI. Source Expression Assumptions Applicability Remarks 
No. 

Ref. 6 T Negligible buoyancy Applicable only This equation is for ( k 3 =  2 ~ -  
do cT flE , Sharp jet boundary up to the point the forced convec- 

t, andconstancy of of stoichiomet- tion limit. 
W . momentum riccomposition Flame length is ( ) transport across all measured from the 

sections of jet lift-off plane to the 
profile flame tip. 

3. Ref. 13 
Lt = 

4 Ref. 14 

5. Ref. IS 
& = 6 ( ~ +  1)@dpf)lR 
do 

6 Ref.16 L Il/3 
$= iK 

-5.3 
da X .[ ( 1. 

Buoyancy is 
negligible 
C, < 1 and 
Re, > 8000 

Buoyancy is 
negligible 

For all gases 

For gaseous 
flames 

For gaseous The expression has 
flames been found to be 

accurate within 10%. 

dq = (4rn2/np_a0)" 
P = ( M _ T , / M , ~ ) ~ ~  
C; = (ngpm/4G)"kf 
Re, = nm,#/ppW1Lf 

Forgaseous The flame tip is 
flames withco- considered as the 
flowing fuel and point on the flame 
air axis with maximum 

C0,concentration. 
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TaMe 2(b). Correlations for length of turbulent flames - experimental studies 

Source Expression Assumptions Applicability Remarks 

For city gas 

For a mixture of 
50% city gas in air 

The basis for this 
expression is the 
concept of eddy diffusi- 
vity. 

For oil and gaseous For gaseous flames 
flames 4 = do GZ- 

llC, = (moil + m,T)lm,, 
For oil flames, - 
di = 2(moi1 + m,)lVpkG, 

L 
Ref.18 --1=(0.0026F+1.12) Forgas. Forgaseousflames F : calorific value of gas 

do k, = 0.016dF; < 15cm. with in kcal/m3 

For oil, burner nozzles less 
than 20mm in 
diameter, 

1MloO For oil flames < 
kf= 0'016 vm 15cm, with burner 

nozzles less than 
20mm in diameter. 

For oil and gaseous 
flames > 15 cm 
with burner nozzles 
greater than 20 n;m 
diameter. 


